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LARSON—OPER 635–SAGE WORKSHEET 12
Greedy TSP Tour

1. Log in to your Sage Cloud account.

(a) Start Firefox or Chrome browser.

(b) Go to http://cloud.sagemath.com

(c) Click “Sign In”.

(d) Click project Classroom Worksheets.

(e) Click “New”, call it s12, then click “Sage Worksheet”.

The degree relaxation TSP produced a “tour” that had only some of the features of
a tour. Among other things it included sub-tours (or islands). This provided a lower
bound on the length of an optimal tour.

Now we will find a tour that satisfies the degree relaxation constraints and that is a
genuine tour. We will start at an arbitrary node and greedily choose the next node
that we haven’t yet visited with minimum weight. The length of this tour will be an
upper bound for the length of an optimal tour.

2. Draw a graph with 4 nodes labeled 0,1,2,3 and with weights/costs/distances equal to
the sum of the node labels. Start at node 0 and find a greedy tour using the above
algorithm. What is the length of this tour?

The first bit of code is an auxilliary function for the main algorithm. It takes as input
the network (g), the current node we are at (current), the partial tour so far (tour),
and maximum possible value (or upper bound) for the weight/distance/cost of any
link (upper).

3. Evaluate:

def find_greedy_link(g, current, tour, bound):

min_weight = bound #just an initialization

greedy_head = current

for v in g.neighbors(current):

if v not in tour and g.edge_label(current,v) <= min_weight:

min_weight = g.edge_label(current,v)

greedy_head = v

return greedy_head



The main algorithm only takes the network as input. It assumes we will start our
greedy tour at node 0. It maintains temporary variables for the current node we are
at, the partial tour so far, and the length of the tour. At the end it adds the length
of the arc from the last node back to node 0.

4. Evaluate:

def find_greedy_tour(g):

n = g.order()

upper_bound = max(g.edge_label(i,j) for (i,j) in g.edges(labels=False))

current = 0

tour = [0]

length = 0

while len(tour) < n:

v = find_greedy_link(g, current, tour, upper_bound)

tour.append(v)

length = length + g.edge_label(current, v)

current = v

length = length + g.edge_label(current, 0)

return length, tour

5. Here was the code for our toy symmetric network g. Evaluate, and then test our
greedy tour algorithm. What do you get? Is it the same as what you got by hand?

g=Graph(4)

for i in range(4):

for j in range(4):

g.add_edge((i,j),label=i+j)

6. Here’s the code for the network we defined based on yhe Dantzig-1954 data. Evaluate
and then apply our greedy tour algorithm. What is the length of this tour? Draw
the tour.

datafile=open("dantzig42.data.txt","r")

data=datafile.read()

data2=data.split()

data3=map(lambda x: Integer(x),data2)

DFJ_distances=matrix(42,42,data3)

DFJ=Graph(42)

for i in range(42):

for j in range(42):

DFJ.add_edge((i,j),label=DFJ_distances[i,j])


